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APPLICABLE TITLES:

Classical Chinese Medicine

Bilingual Series on Modern Chinese Literature

• The Chess Master by A Cheng (阿城)
• The Sorrows of Egret Lake: Selected Stories of Duanmu Hongliang by Duanmu Hongliang (端木蕻良)
• Cold Literature: Selected Works by Gao Xingjian (高行健)
• Camel Xiangzi by Lao She (老舍)
• Teahouse by Lao She (老舍)
• From A Cottager's Sketchbook, Vol. 1 by Liang Shih-chiu (梁實秋)
• From A Cottager's Sketchbook, Vol. 2 by Liang Shih-chiu (梁實秋)
• Memories of Peking: South Side Stories by Lin Hai-yin (林海音)
• The New-Year Sacrifice and Other Stories by Lu Xun (魯迅)
• The True Story of Ah Q by Lu Xun (魯迅)
• Wild Grass by Lu Xun (魯迅)
• The Shop of the Lin Family & Spring Silkworms by Mao Dun (茅盾)
• Cold Nights by Pa Chin (巴金)
• Taipei People by Pai Hsien-yung (白先勇)
• Selected Short Stories of Shen Congwen (沈從文)
• The Dyer’s Daughter: Selected Stories of Xiao Hong (蕭紅)
• Zhou Zuoren: Selected Essays by Zhou Zuoren (周作人)